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AP COCILEAR HOBS

Beats in cochlear models were studied from two aspects:

1. Their effect upon cochlear fluid motion which, occurring riong elliptic orbits.
essentially represent Limajous figures. Tne orbits expanded and contracted otynchro-
nously with the beat rate. Thereby, a partial rectification (asymmetric expansion)
became apparent which, occurring in opposite directions in the two scalse across
the partition, constituted the beat. This latter phenomenon was caused by the stiff-
ness gradient of the cochlear partition.

2. Their effect on the trareling wave pattern along the partition was originally
described by Bekesy. Stroboscopic examination revealed that the beat frequency
modulates the two primaries thus poduci.g two additional side bands. The displace-
ment pattern of the membrane when viewed by high-speed motion picture photography,
however, did not give at. evidence of these five frequencies. On.y the intertone (and
the beat) were present. It then became apparent that .he model is really a pattern
analyz-r of complex sound. In terms of cochlear fluid motion, it is able to resolve
complex Lissajous figures by a spatia, filter action along the partition into simple
Lissajous figures. Any deviation from steady Lissajous figures, whi'h ordinarily
result from primaries in relation of integral numbers, produces beats. Thus beats of
imperfect unison as well as of mistuned consona,.ces have essentially the same cause:
a cyclic phase change between the two prin,%ries.

INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of bests has continued to as the intertonc. Helmholtz (2), in line with
attract the attention of invesigs ,-s in the his Resonance Th *,y, raintained that in such
auditory field for many years because of its case "the same elastic apperiages of the audi-
significance to Auditory Theory. G.S. Ohm (1), tory nerve [a e set] in syrmpathetic vibrations
in 1843, first formulated wfat later became at the same time." Or as later writers have

known as "Ohm's Law of Acoustics." In the put it, two such tones stimulate overlapping
words of Helmholtz (2): "Thc human ear per- areas along the bazilar membrane causing a
ceives pendular vibrations alone as simple sensory fusion. 't had to be admitted, there-
tones, and resolves all other periodic motions of fore, that the ear ib not quite a perfect analyzer
the air into a series of pendular vibrations, of sound. That such a negative dEfinition is
hearing the series of simple tones which corre- not very satisfactory hardly needs to be pointed
spond with these simple vibrations." In other out.
words, the ear was thought to perform a
Fourier analysis in resolving a complex sound The latter difficulty seems rather trifling,
signal. That this abi;:ty of the ear is limited however, compared with thoe arising from
became obvious from the observation ol beats. the phenomenon of beats of mistuned conso-
When two tones of nearly the same fr--uency nances. In contrast to beats betwem-, nearly
are sounded together the ear, instead of per- identical frequencies which are known as in,-
ceiving them separately, hears a single tone. perfect unisons, the term mistuned consonance.
The pitch of the latter lies between that of the refers to beats between a given frequency and
two primary tones and is commonly referred to another one which is not quite in harmonic

relationship with the forrier (e.g., 500 cps and

Received (or pblication It Deemer1002 cps). Helmholtz (2) indicated a simple
, R#ivt ('r ,li~t~onon S D~mb4r 4g.1
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way in which the beat rate can be calculated PROCEDURE
for a given set of primary frequencies. Thefollowing formulation is Wever's (3): " If' m/n For reasons of their easy adaptability, coch-

is the simplest perfect ratio of the Interval and lear models after Bekesy (6) were chosen
M and N the numerical values of the primaries, for the purpose of the present study. These
the beat rate is given by nM -- inN." In the models as used by the present author have been
present example (500 cps and 1002 cps) n/m described at several earlier occasions (7, 8, 9).
1; hence 1 X 1002 - 2 x 500 = 2 beats per The following description is a brief summary.
second. For 502 cps and 1000 cp, however,
the result is: 2 X 502 - 1 X 1000 = 4 beats The models consisted of transparent Lucite.
per second. There is a difference in whether The "basilar membranes" were held in metalthe lower or the higher primary is mistuned. frames and were made of '-ubber cement in

which fine aluminum particles had been em-
bedded to facilitate better observation of mem-

Helmhtz (2) had thought that the beats brane motion. The "perilymphatic cochlear"
which are perceived in the cae of nistuned fluids were glycerin-water solutiona in which
coronances were due to an interaction between aluminum "dust" was suspended for visualiza-
overtones of the fundanentals in question. Thus tion of particle motion within the fluid. In the
his concept of sympathcze viLrations in over- present study, "basilar membranes" were 50
lapping areas was still valid in his opinion. 1j; mm. long (i.e., not quite twice the size found
opposition to this, R. Koenig (4) maintained in human ears). Such an increase lowers the* hat "beats of nistuned co::onances as well ~unner)"ba frequency range to which a model may re-as of imperfect unison ... arise from the spond - a fact which makes investigation
periodically altering coincidences of similar easier. Response of the present model was to
maxinma of the generating tones, and of maxi- frequencies from as low as approximately 8
ma with the opposite sign." In Koenig's cps to OOo cps.
opinion, then, this was definitely not a ?ase
of beating between upper partials, a fact which Routinely, the "helicotrema" L; represented
can be easily corroborated by mean.' of modern by a bnall circular opening, 2 mm. in diameter,
e l e c t r o n I c sound.-generating equipment. which is cut into the frame of the basilar
Chocholle and Legouix (5), probably 'ot being nembrane, 1 mm distal to the "apical" end of
aware of Koenig's earlier communication, re- the membrane. However, this is nc-t quite
cently voiced a similar opinion concerning tie accurat- according to Hilding's (10) anatomic
origin of mistuned consonances. findings. i reality, a portion of the border

of the helicotrema is formed by a free edge of
This auth r became irterested in the prob- the basilar membrane close to its apical end.

I of aural beats in the course of his studies In some respects, models built to this latter
on cochlear models of the Bekesy-type (6). specification give a more "correct" response,
In an earlier paper (7) the appearance of the especially with regard to low frequencbes as
beat frequency (iG, - ft) in such w'odels has has been showji in an earlier study (7). i. w-
been described. ever, such membranes have a t3ndency to tear

from their free edre under the effect of low-
The experiments to be reported in the frequency signal.. Since in comparative studies

present paper were designed in an ,ttempt to it is imperative to perform all measurements
find answers to the following questions: Are with the aid of the same membrane, a separate
there any phenomena In the hydrodynamic "helicotrema" was considered safer and its
events associated with coclear responses to shortcomings, as indicated, had to be taken
beat signarls which might account for (a) the into account.
origin of the beat frequmncy as a s'parate
entity; (b) the similarity between beats of ira- Vibratory stimulsion was provided by a
perfec unison and of mibtuned consonances; loud-speaker driver unit (Jensen DD 100)
end (c) the appearance of the intertone? which was connected to the "oval window" by



small air-filled, closed coupler. Illumination in the form' of expanding and contracting
was either by stroboscopic light (for observa- spirals.) On closer examinatim., however, it
positions) or by continuous !ieht (for nbserva- not take placos about their true centerpoints
tion of particle orbits or of "eddy" mnovem~ent). everywhere vAithin the model. For low-f re-
The observation of fluid motion and its photo- quency primaries (e.g., 25 cps and 27 cps),

graphiq recordig was greatly facilitated by the orbital expan,~on became distinctly asym-
"dark field" ilkimir0tion: Light enterec- tlie metric within the d~ztal regions of the model
model through a n~irrow elit at 900 to the plane (i.e., beyond the locus of mz'4mum membrane
cochlear partition) so that particles appeared Thi"4 asymmetric expansion, which is shown in
brightly illuminated against a dark background. figure 1B. imrm-tens both orbital vectors.
A dissecting microscope was used t- assure In both perilymphatic scdlae, the wideruniform conditions of observation. A microm- exasoIcusawy nagvndrcin
eter disk built into one eyepiece of the exAsiownocrswy in aiue C lo givndiectaion
microscope served for mneasurement of particle swnifgueClntdnaepnio
amplitude, etc. Magnification was usually 16X in scala vestibsifl is always wider in the apical

but as ometmesKeppd u to 0X.direction than in tne fenestral one, and trana-
but as omeime s(ppe upto 0X.versal expansion is always wider toward the

partition than away from it In scala tymnpani,I REULTSthese directions are reversed. Consequently,r the resulting asymmetric motion of the particle
Partile mtionorbits -i ' he two scalae is in phase opposition

The irs exerient cocered he art- across t7.e partition. Thus it has been found
he foirswthi exi n co erned thespartse ihat two primaries of imperfect unison wheu

dc otin wthi th cohler fuid inresons applied to t~he cochlear m'odel produce by
to beats of imperfect uison. It has been re- urilretfctoalo-rqenyom nn.
ported in previous papers that particle motion Thsewcmontieqalotebetf-
within both perilymphatic scalae occurs along

elliptic orbits (7). These orbits are essen-
tially Lissajous figures composed of two Whe~n the average fre'quency of the pri-
vectors, 900 apart in phase - viz, the (forced) maries waa increased, the point at which asyin-
motion of the window membrane and the (in- metric beat motion set in moved closer toward
duced) mnotion of the cocl'iear partition. Such the windows, At anpro~imately 60 cps the
Lissajous figures can eaaily be cniristructed onl asymmetric beat motion 2weame universal
the screen of an oscilloscope. In the r.&se of throlighot' wze model; &A'~t is, ay. ametrical
two closely related primaries (e.g., 1000 cps amplitude varintion of orbits cesees to exist
and .'003 cAt), one sees an elliptlic Lissajous wit),n the model.
figure which expands and conf"act8 alternately
at the rate of three times a econd (fi';. 1A) If the beat rate was as lov- as in th'- present
The degree of this amplittw; varialion depends example (e.g., 2 cps), the ."!net'gy of the newly
on the wnplitude ratio between tMe two rn. created component wns ioe&n to exchange
maric-, ntraction to a point occurring only through the helicotremuv, wahere it was best
when bodi are equal in amplitude It is noted observed and measured. The -iiplitude of the

P that the amplitude variation takes place about primaries, which otherwise might interfere
Fthe true centerpo-*nt of the ellipses, with suci meast"'ements, reduces to m'ro before

the region of the helicotre-ina is m*.hA. since
Wl'tn one obvrves particle motion *~ithin their frequency is contsiderably 1' gher .hanIthe model, one sees a similer amplitude varia- the best fre-4tency. If higher be..t fr, juencies

tion of the particle orbits in response to two were use.; - e.g., 10 cps between prim-aries of
beating primaries. (Actually, since particles 400) cps and 410 cps - the new com, ornenti irevolve along their orbits, this variation occurt, frequency formed a traveling wtve of its own.

'VO'e'M .. M tnv
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FIGURE I

Beat. of ir.perfect unison (acAematic). A: Beating Linsajous figure as seen on the oseciUosope.
5hoicn are the .vtances of extreme contraction and expansaio" The latter occurs smmetrically
along both vectmv (cf. the two pair of horizontal and rertics arrows). B: Beating particle orbit.
Note analrmetry along botk axes. C: Phase oppositiox of orbital expansion in scala vestibuli
(sc. v.) and sca timpani (se. .).

However, whcn this oappened, intensity was has been described elsewhere (7). Such Lima-
sufficiently high so as to introd ce distortion. jous figures are characteristically multiple-
On the basis of the present resu's, it cannot looped. For example, in the case of a 1:2
be decided whether the low-frequency corn- interval (e.g., 50 cpe and 100 cps) the Lissa-
pionent in this case is reali- the difference tone jous is double-looped. (Some other Lisijous
or the beat. figures will be 4escritoed later in relation to

figure 4.) Its pattern may be any of the four
Before discussing the pos.ible cause of the shown in figure 3A to D or any other pattern

phenomenon of beat production, I shall describe between these, depending upon the phase rela-
the pattern of fluid motion in response to tionship between the two primaries. However,
mistuned consoawces. A ranning pattern of if one of the two primaries is slightly mis-
such a combination of primaries as it appearn tuned (e.g., 50 cps and 102 cps) the Lissajous
on the oscilloscope is shown in figure 2. It is figure revolves constantly through patterns A
the result of a cyclic shift in phase l etween to D of figure 3 in a cyclic manner. This
the two mistuned primary frequencie. The revolving is caused by the cycfr phase shtft
pattern of Lissajous figures (ard/or particle indicated in figure 2. There is one complete
orbits) in response to complex stimuli, with revolution per oudible beat as is easy to ascer-
the conpenents in true harmonic relationship, tain by monitoring the beatisg signal.
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fi 50cps f2 104 cps

FIGURE 2
Waveform of % mistuned (1:2) reaoawce, oscilloscopic recording; jrequ'ncics as indicated. Noicthe cyclic phase Otifr within the wave form.

During their - 'o!:tton, thesk- Lissajous to mistuned 1:2 intervals when measured in
figures display an . ,lrmet-. "'h~c- is shown the plane of the longitudinal axis is exactlyin figure 3 and is , o caused by the cyclic one-third of that axis, provided the two pri-phase shift. Witli the model, the phase maries are of equal amplitude. It is ree'lied
relationship between particle motion in the thy1 ' in ease of beats of imperfect unison thetwo scalae acrost the partition is 1800. The b'.at mution was not visible in t. e window
phme sif* asymmetry of figure 3, therefore, region when iow..freq,,ency primaries were
appears i; opposite phases of the tvo walse. -mployed. Similarly, particle orbits, in the
For example, while orbits in sc" -vubbuli case of mistuned 1:2 consonances and low-
might be in the position of figure SA, the frequency primaries (e.g., 24 .po and 50 cps),

when obszrved in the window region showedcorresponding orbits in scala tympani should only the degree of asymmetric motion found inbe in the position of figure 3C. Theotk. "ly, phase-shifting Lissajous figures. However,therefore, the phase shift Msymmetry by itself when one approached the region of maximal
could be sufficieni. t introduce a low-frequency membrane displacement, the amplitude of
component - viz, the beat frequency. This a s y m m e t r i c motion increased gradually.
assertion was examined b:y observation wilir. Finally, within the region of maximal displace-the model. ment, the asymmetric motion, when measured

in the. lorgitudinal plane, was found to beAs is upparent from figure 3, the asy-n- equal to the longitudinal orbital diameter.metric motion of Lissajous flgvres in rasponse Thus, it hud increased by a factor of 3.
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FIGURE 3

Bs.'img Li jous figure. of a miatuned (1:f) resonance (dram after acillose opie recordinge).
Both ceompoexte are equdl in amplitude. The Li .ajous revolves thr, igh patterns A to D once per
beat. Note the st-ictural asaymmetry by comparing patterns A and C (position of arrows). Such
figures are produced only when the 90 phase difference between signals on both pair of deflecton
plates is obtained disde~ently for each frequency component. If only one phase shifter is ueed,
pattern like that o X are produced.

This difference in asymmetry between the partial rectification is caused by the same
Liasajous figures and the resulting particle property of the signal, the cyrclic phase shift
orbits was even larger when primaries of between the two primrries.
higher frequencies were employed. For two
primaries of 248 cps and 500 cps, the asym- The examples of figures 2 and 3 concerned
mexic motion of particle orbits when meas- the mistuned 1:2 interval only. It is well known
ured in th., longitudinal plane was found to thit audible beats arise whenever any integral
be approximately 10 times as large as the ratio between two primaries is mistuned, al-
longitudinal particle amplitude. Thus it had though the strength of the resulting beats is
increased l y a factor of 30. Therefore, it not uniform. For examniple, the beat of im-
appe.xs that the phaseshift asymmetry of perfect unison is always stronger than
tL Ussajoua figures in the case of mistuned that of a mistuned 1:2 consonance. This
conronances does not simply repreeent the difference is paralleled by the amplitude

beat itself but it plays essentially the same (or asymmetric) variation of the appropri-
role in its origin as did the amplitude variation ate Lissajous figures: 100 percent in the
of the Ussajous flgurep in the ease of beats of case of imperfect unisons bt t only 33 per-of t nisons f e lntte asplite of beat of cent in the case of .mistuned 1:2 intervals

Impe&W Isectuse sclatter aplite shaftbe- (provided primaries are of equal amplitude
Stio aso Is caued ey s cyclic phase shift be- in both cases). It was of interest, therefore,

twevr the primary freeuencies. It has been to attempt to find a general rule concerning
found, therefore, that r both case (imperfect the strength of audible beats of various mis-
unit ns and mistur a coronances) the beat tuned intervals of integral numbers snd the
which appears in coche'r model as due to degree of asymmetric amplitude variation of

r6



the appropriate Ussajous figures. Figure 4 Lssajous and the degree of variation along one
shows a series of complex iasajous figures of its axes (J,/V) expresses the inverse of the
for various such intervals. Some of these relative magnitude. In figure 5 (left-hand
Lisajous figures have been shown in an earlier figure) the rate of asymmetric amplitude
publication (7). These Lissajous figures are variation is plotted vs. the ratio L/V. The
steady when the interval is perfect, but begin result i3 a straight-line function indicating
to revolve when it becomes mistuned. First that the magnitude of the amplitude variation
the uzte of asymmetric amplitude variation for of Lissajous figures decreases with what might
one revolution of the Lissajous figure was be considered thtfr dv aamic complexity (not
determined for oiie complete period of the with their structural cbmplexity - i.e., the
underlying phase shift. For example, one number of their loops).
such variation takes place in case of the mis-
tuned 1:2 interval through the sequence of Helmholtz (2) has given the r e I a t i v e
figures 3A to D. The values of this rate for strength of audible beats, at !east for some of
all Limajous figures are indicated in figure 4. the intervals of figure 5 (left). These &-e
As a rule of thumb: if n, and n2 are the two plotted in graph at right (figure 5) again vs.
numbers making up the interval, the rate is the rate of amplitude variation of the Lissajous
given as n1 + n2 - 2. (This rate Is not figures. Given in the same graph are the
identical to the number of loops of which each inverse values of curve at left (V/L)-i.e., the
of the Lissajous figures is composed. The latter relative magnitude of the amplitude variation.
values are also indicated in figure 4). Next, the (For the sake of continuity, the imperfect uni-
Lissajous figures were p-oduced on the screen son has been assigned a rate of zero and a

of an oscilloscope and the magnitude of the relative amplitude variation of 1.0.) The two
asymmetric amplitude variation determined in curves in right-hand graph of figure 5 are
each caw. The ratio between the size of the members of the same family. Thus HelmholtW

Lissajous.

Interval~ 1:2 1:3 1:4 1:5 2:3 3!4 3:5

No.of Loops - 2 3 4 5 3 4 5

Rte mplitude 1  2 3 4 3 5 6
Varition

FIGURE 4

Cernple Lisajoue figur. (draw f ter oseiNoscapc recordiag). In e.ch em@ o"Pltudu of
boemcwposes a-* equaL Such Lsmious figure. remain steady when the insterval it prfec, but
r~ep when Mhe interval is otiauned. For furth er explanation ee test.
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35r
3:5

25- 3:4
1:5

20 1.0 -100

15 1:4 2:3 75 -7

0 0

5 : 5 25

0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6
RATE OF AMPLITUDE VARIATION

FIGURE 5

Left: Note of amnplitutde variation of mist ,ned comnplex Lieeajous figures vse. the
ratio of the site of the Lismieoull figures to the degree of thir amplitude v'ariation (LIV,.
Ratio* of (miatuxed) intervals . indicated. Right: Inverse Plot Of figure at left, ex-
pressing the rate of amplitude variation of mistuned complex Liseajous figures vsa. their
relative in~itudes (VIL). Plotted in the ame graph are the relative strengths of
audible beat* after Helinholts (2) for some of the intervals (black squares).

measurement of the retative strength of audible wave-filtering. This statement is also true
bcats is provided with a rationale in terms of with respect to the case of mistuned conso-
the phase-shifting Lissajous. nances. It is not correct to call the pattern of

figure 2 an "amplitude modulation of the
Cairn of symmetr higher frequency by the lower one," an opinion

recently expressed by Chocholle and Legouix
The next task was to find o'zt what might (5). (However, as it turns out now they were

be the cause of the asymmetric motion of more corret in saying "that the ear is able to
particle orbits observed in the model. Within follow the cyclic variations of the wave form.")
liner systems, beats represent a variation of Figure 2 represents the resut of a mere mixing
amplitude synchronous with the beat rate; but of two frequencies. No new frequencies are
there is neer any energy present in the latter generated in such a process. In nonlinear
frequency. All the energy there is, is contained systems, however, the frequency (f, - f2 )
in the two primaries, a fact which can be appears as a product of distortion. Therefore,
confirmed either by Fourier analysis or by it is possible that the appearance of the beat

8
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frequency within the cochlear model, as re-
ported above, results fom some monifensew
property of the model. 207SEP of e*y Maw

First it was ascertained that the postu- 11
lated nonlinearity was not due to overloading.
If that were the case the degree of asymmetry
displayed by the beating particle orbits shoulddepend on stimulus amplitude. Repeated

checks failed to verify this proposition al-
though it is admitted that the sound pressure
range covered was rather small - viz, slightly _
less than 20 db. In an effort to elucldate this .2

point further, the following measurements were t
made. Best beats of imperfect unison of a &
constant beat rate (2 cps) for various pairs of S 0

frequencies were applied to the modej. De-
termined under the microscope were the volt- M
age levels at the driver needed to produce: (a) O !
the just-noticeable onset of particle motion; 25 50 Kb
(b) the just-noticeable onset of beat motion; MQU , CPS
and (c) the just-noticeable onset of eddy mo-
tion. In a previous paper (9), the onset of
motion of Bekesy's eddies had been associated FIGURE 6

with amplitude distortion. The measurements The onset of beat motion and of ed motion for thr"e

were carr;ed out for three pairs of frequencies freqixcia in octqve intervab in regf" to the ewt of

in octave intervals. Since the onset of particle partide motion. Valve, are given ,# d-voltre ratio#.

and of eddy motion was measured for one of
the primaries unly, a 6 db correction was ap- detected at much smaller amplitudes than
plied to the onset of the beat. Figure 6 pre- eddy motion.
sents the results concerning the just-noticeable
onset of particle motion. Whereas at 25 cps Next, the cochlear partition was examined

beat m(tion did not become Ptpparent until as a possible source of the postulated non-
particle motion had almost doubled in ampli- linearity. A membrane was made with uni-

tude, at higher frequencies the situation was form stiffness; that is, along this membrane
reversed; that is, beat motion was detected at stiffness did not lessen with distance as it does

lower amplitudes than particle motion. In- along the membranes which are ordinarily used
variably, eddy motion is observed at amplitudes and which are made arxordinr to Bekesy's

considerably higher than that at which beat measurements of the stiffness gradient (11).
motin was first noticed, the ratio being 16 db A perfect membrane of uniform stiffness is

at 25 cps and 19 db at 100 cps. Because of the boundary layer between two nonmixing

the findings of figure 6, it is not likely that fluids, provided the width of this boundary is
the beat motion is caused by Bekesy's eddies, uniform from end to end. A rectangular slot,
although the slope of the two curves is similar. 50 mm. long and 2 mm. wide, was cut into a

This conclusion is supported by the fact that frame of the same type as that used normally

the onset of eddy motion, which is a DC motion, to hold the membranous partition. The model
can be assessed with more certainty t!-- the was filled withequalparts ofetherand ofthe

onset of an AC motion such as the beat. The usual glycerin-water slution. Then the two

latter measurement depends more than the scalae were arranged, one above the other, so

former on the magnification used and on that the boundary was located exactly within

particle size. Yet, beat motion was always the rectangular slot. When this model was

9



driven by two primaries of imperfect unison then indicates that the beat amplitude (for
(e.g., by 50 cps and 52 cps), the .Ymuetiic eqitl amplitudes of the primaries) increases
beat motion did *ot appear. The particle orbits with the steepness of the stiffness gradient in
were exactly asymmetric like the beating a logarithmic fashion.
Lissajous figures produced upon the oscillo-
scope (cf. fig. 1A). It is apparent from this Next, a membrane was employed with the

observation that the asymmetric beat motion usual exponential gradient of btiffness, the

found in the Bekesa-t p models results m ratio of stiffness at the two ends being approxi-

the stiffs. gradient of the patiiox mately 10:1. The amplitude ratio ab / ao m1X
was determined for various sets of low-fre-
quency primaries, but for a uniform beat rateIn order to ind the dependence of the ( -05ca.I iue8 h eut r

degree of asymmetric beat motion upon the (b = 0.5 cp). In figure 8, the results are

steepness of the stiffness gradient a series plotted as the db ratio of ab / a. .. 'is. the
average frequency of the primaries. 'he val-off i n b rd ue follow a straight-line function with 

into which slots of varying taper were Cut. All positive slope of approximately 6 db/ octave.
slots were 50 mam. long and 1 mm. wide at their In other words, the beat amplitude (for equal
proximal end. At their distal end, they variedfrom1 to- .n. Cverig ~ ith amplitudes of the primaries) increases as an
from 1 to . om Covering theme slots with exponential f-unction of frequency along such
uniform amount of rubber cement produced membranes. Because of the dependence of
membranes with iner gradient of miffs beat amplitude upon the value of the stiffness
(in contrast to tho wembrazes normally used gradient (cf. fig. 7) (which in turn .dters within which stiffness varv-e ey;taxent with
dista ). The steee t e i d distance along membranes of exponential stiff-

ness gradients), it is reasonable to assume that
ents varied in proportion to the taper of the the beat for each set of primaries is mainly
slots, produced in the region of maximal membrane

displacement in response to those primaries.
All experiments were carried out for low- This explains the finding reported earlier that

frequency primaries because of the inverse in the case of low-frequency primaries the
relationship between frequency and Pgrtcle beat was not in evidence in the fenestral region.
amplitude. Both primaries were set so as to However, the locus of origin of the beat can-
produce best beats. In the first experiment, not be too sharply defined in distance along
the ratio was determined between the amplitude the membrane as will become apparent from
of the beats origivting within the model and other results to be reported presently.
the maximal orbital &mplitude 06/a.
This ratio was obtained for identical sets of Last in this series. a membrane of a linear
primaries along eAch of the four different gradient of stiffness was used (& W/L = 3
membranous '.nri4 tions. The beat amplitude percent). Again, the amplitude ratio ab / ao ,..
(a,) was conveniently measured in the region was determined for various sets of low-fre-
of the helicotrema (where there are no pri- quency primaries and for a uniform beat rate
maries in evidence) and the maximal orbital (b = 0.8 cps). In figur 9, the results are
amplitude (a, j,) in the proximal regions of again plotted as the db ratiG ab / a. ,.. vs. the
the model (where there is no beat motion in average frequency of the primaries. The beat
response to low-frequency primaries). Figure amplitude (for equal amplitudes of the prima-
7 gives the results for primaries of 30.2 cps and ries) was fairly uniform for primaries down to
31.0 cps (beat rate: 0.8 cps). The alteration approximrately 40 cps. A sharp drop of the
of the stiffness gradient is expressed as the curve occurs below this limit. The reason for
percentage incremen.t in width of the mem- this drop is explained by the findings of fig-
bran,,as partition with distance (A W/L). A ure 8. In the viciniy of the helicotrema a
P1raight-line function, with the limited set of nonlinear gradient of istiffness is formed be-
data at hand, was obtained when the amplitude cause of the sudden transition from the mem-
ratio was expressed as e .5a/a-,3 . Figure 7 brane to the frame and to tht opening. This
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FIGURE 7

The relative beat amplitude (ahlama,) vs. the steepness of
(linear) gradient# of stiffness of four differet. partitions for a
given set of pri aries. The relative beat amplitude i gien as an

e-function and the stiffness gradient is expressed as the percentage
increase in width (A WIL) of the slots into 4ohich the ?artitions
were fitted.

6-
12 Expnhl gradient of sfffness
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the latter expressed as a db ratio. Expontial rad0ien the latter expressed as a db ratio. finear gradient of
of .stiffsse.
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nonlinear gradient affects only frequencies evidence. For instance, with the stroboscope
which form their locus of maximal membrane set at the lower primary, the higher primary

displacement close to the helicotrema and is was seen to travel along a membrane which

an artifact due to the present model as was simultaneously swung with the low-frequency
explained earlier. Otherwise, beat produc- component. However, when compared to find-
tion alrng membranes with linear gradients of ings to be reported later, this seemed to be a
stiffness is independent of frequency. case of a mere mixing of frequencies. There-

fore, the low-frequency component in this case
Membrane motlo must be considered the "rate of amplitude

variation of the particle orbits," instead of the
The motion of the membranous partition "beat frequency."

in response to beats will be reported next. The
motion was studied under stroboscopic illumina- Next, membranes with a linear gradient
tion and with the aid of high-speed motion of stiffness were examined. When along such
pictures. The strobocopic findings will be a membrane beats of imperfect unison were
reported first. produced and the stroboscope set to the lower

of the two primaries, a whiplike motion of the
Stroboscopic illumination. A stroboscope higher primary was observed which was very

can be considered an optical wave analyzer- different from the undistorted motion along
Therefore, it was not surprising that a run- a membrane with uniform stiffness. This
ning beat pattern as one rees it upon the whiplike motion starmA suddenly and decayed
oscilloscope was never observed under the more slowly and was synchronized with the
stroboscope. When a beat pattern of imperfect beat frequency. When the stroboscope was set
unison was set up along a membrane of uni- to the intermediate frequency the "flip-flop"
form stiffness and the stroboscope was set to motion was still seen, but by comparison with
the frequency of the lower primary, an undis- the membrane with uniform stiffness it was
torted traveling wave pattern was observed jerky and very limited in extent. These re-
which corresponded to the higher primary. suits seemed to indicate that in addition to the
Switching the lower primary off and on had two primaries other frequencies were present;
hardly any effect upon the observed pattern. presumably the primaries were being modu-

lated by the beat frequency.
When the stroboscope was set to the in-

termediate frequency
(f1 - f2 ) If there really were an amplitude modula-

2 tion of the two primaries by the beat frequency
a peculiar "flip-flop" motion was observed, the following four side bards should be pro-
Alternately, bulges traveled forward and duced: f, ± fb and f2 -- fb. Two of these
backward which seemed to originate from (ft + fh and f 2 - fb) simply represent the
slightly overlapping areas. This phenomenon alternate primary. The other two side bands
indicates that the stroboscope brings, as it (ft - fb and f 2 + fb), however, are new fre-
were, alternatingly the lower and the higher quencies which should be ebservable if they
primaries into focus. From both observation,% existed. With stroboscope settings slightly
it is obvious that only the two primary fre- lower than f, or slightly higher than f2 the
quencies are present, in the traveling waves phenomena one observes are highly complex.
along membranes with uniform stiffness. It However, if one slowly alters the strobe-fre-
is recalled that no beating had oceurred in the quency further (i.e., < fI or > f2) a distinct
fluid motion along such mcmbranes either. setting is reached, though not too striking, at

which the complexity is somewhat reduced.
When along the same membrane, beats of This setting which is quite reproducible cor-

a mistuned 1:2 interval were set up, the low- responds to the two sidebands (f, - fb and
frequency component (f 1 f 2 ) was clearly in f2 + fb). This is the only direct proof that

12



is offered for the presence of the sidebands in choice of the degree and the polarity of asym-
the motion of the cochlear partition. (An- metry of the applied signal. The pattern of
other. indirect proof will be given later.) figure 10, incidentally, achieved exactly this

result for primaries of 50 cps and 51 cps along
With mistuned consonances, comparable a membrane with a stiffness gradient corres-

complex phenomena were seen upon strobo- sponding to 4. W/L = 3 percent. The asym-
saopic illumination. Now the three frequen- metry is 1:1.3. With this particular stimulus
cies (f1 : f2; and fb) were not merely "mixed" pattern, the events along the membrane when
together as along the membrane of uniform viewed stroboscopically were practically like
stiffness. When the stroboscope was set to those along a membrane of uniform stiffness
either primary, the whiplike motion of th,. to which an undistorted signal had been ap-
other one, synchronous with the beat, was very plied. The results of these two experiments
pronounced, making the difference between indicate clearly that the stiffness gradient,
mixing and modulation quite obvious, which is responsible for the generation of the

beat frequency, is a nonlinear property of the
As the next step, membranes with expo- model. This nonlinearity in turn leads to a

nential stiffness gradients were examined. In true amplitude modulation of the primaries by
response to imperfect unisons, the results vere the beat frequency as was shown earlier.
similar to those observed along the membrnne3
with a linear stiffness gradient. Howt.ver, Such cancellations were never completely
both the whiplike motion (when the strobo- achieved along a membrane with an exponential
scope was set to the lower primary) and the gradient of stiffness. One had the impression
jerky "flip-flop" motion (when the strobo- that by adjusting the degree and the polarity
scope was set to the intermediate frequency) of asymmetry of the signal the membrane
appeared to be restricted to the region proxi- motion became more regular over a limited
mal to the locus of maximal membrane area. However, the results never came near
displacement. In response to mistuned con- thpse achieved along a membrane with a linear
sonances, results were very comiplex, almost stiffness gradient. The reason for this failure
defying description. Some similarity to the is obvious from figure 9. Since Za amplitude
events along a membrane with a linear stiff- of the beat produced within the model depends
ness gradient was recognized, upon the value of the stiffness gradient (which

in this case alters with distance), it is not
Next, along all three membranes (uniforn. possible by application of an extraneously dis-

stiffness, linear gradient, and exponential torted signal to cancel the beat uniformly'
gradient of stiffness) beats were introduced throughout its region or origin. Simultaneous-
after the pattern had been distorted within the ly, this indicates that the locus of origin of the
electrical driving circuit. As seen in figure beats cannot be too sharply defined along the
10 (upper trace) the positive and negative partition.
amplitudes had been made unequal. When
such an asymmetrically distorted pattern was Stroboscopic examination of the model has
applied to the model with the membrane of thus shown the membrane motion to be highly
uriform stiffness, its response became very complex. Along a membrane with an exponen-
similar to that of the model with a membrane tial gradient of stiffness, five frequencies are
of a linear stiffness gradient. In other words, in evidence: the original pair of primaries, the
the same stroboscopic pattern of modulation beat, and two sidebands produced by amplitude
was produced when the source of nonlinearity modulation of the primaries by the beat.
was outside or was within the model.

High-speed motion pictures. High-speed
Conversely. the beat within the fluid motion motion picture photography was used for ob-

of the model with a membrane of a linear servation of the actual displacement pattern of
gradient of stiffness was canceled by proper the cochlear partition under the effect of beats.I 13
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f,= 5Ocps f2S 51cps

FIGURE 10

Oscilloscopie tracings of a beat pattern. A: Asymmetric amplitude distortiov (ratio of 1 :iJ between

positive and negative amplitudes). B: Symmetric, undistorted wave form.

A camera speed of approximately 1,500 frames exposure, beats were applied to the model with-

per second and primaries of 60 and 55 cps out adjusting the amplitude of the primaries

were used in most instances. Traveling waves very carefully for best beats. When these first

were seen of a 'requency of 52.5 cps which in- rolls of film were reviewed, a peculiar phe-

creased and decreased in amplitude five times nomenon was immediately noted: the frequency

a second. No other frequencies were in evi- did not remain uniform but varied between the

dence. It was not even possible to say with periods of maximal and minimal amplitude.

certainty whether or not the displacement of It was recalled that Helmholtz (2) had stated

the membrane was asymmetric as it should that one "can hear a slight variation in pitch

be, judging from the results of stroboscopic with the beat," provided the two primaries are

examination. However, such judgments are not equal in amplitude. Helmholtz, in giving

difficult to make as had been learned in earlier credit to G. Geroult (the French translator of

studies (9). The pattern of motion appeared his book) for having brought t - -- tter to

to be essentially the same as that seen on an his attention, treated the ... mathematical-

oscilloscope in the case of beats. ly and derived the following two terms for the
frequencies during the periods of maximal and

During the course of these studies an acci- of minimal amplitude:
dental observation was nmde which is worthy f, &I + fZ a.

of description. When the first trial shots were fax - - ^I + X2

mad with the high-sed camera for the pur-
porn of determining optimal illumination and and
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ft a1 - fa a of both primaries, when Helmholtz' second
S- a term leads to a discontinuity, the pitch ift really

fl, fS - q icis of theconstant - viz, that of the intertone.

&I a - amplituda of the primaries, a, &2 High-speed motion picteres of the model
when driven by two beating primaries of un-

"Hence [in the words of Helmholtz] during equal amplitude show this frequency variation
maximum strength, the pitch of the variable very clearly. Figure 12 gives t comparison
tone lies between the pitches of the two separate between frequencies calcul.-'-d with the aid oftonelis. Butweerng minmu pth stenth, ifaae btenfeuece cl'dwt the ado
Stones. But during minimum strength, if the Helmholtz' equations and L..ose observed in the
stronger tone is also the sharper, the pitch of high-speed motion pictures. The latter values
the variable tone is sharper than that of either wem, obtained in the following manner. While
of the single tones; and if the stronger tone the film was projected, a bright but ,mall spot
Is the flatter the pitch of the variable tone is produced by a stroboscope was fltshed upon
flatter than either of the single tones." the same screen close to the proje ted image.

In this way, it is possible after so, ae practice
S. Taylor (12), whom Helmholtz mentions to synchronize Zhe stroboscope with the ob-

in the fourth edition of his book, has treated served wave motion and thus to )btain its
the problem graphically. The lower portion of relative frequency. This method was found
figm 11 is one of Taylor's original drawings: less difficult than frame-by-frame analysis,

00 0 0 0 0 0
* I ' t i! /

R-. e *1
I i 0* !• , I / / /

oI40 0 0 0 0 0 0r

R

FTGURE 11

Secti" of a bet pattern (R) reedtifng from ;ao primaries (P and P) of unequat amplitude (adapt-
ed frmt S. Tayler (U*)). The lower frquexcy has the ierprr ampiifttd#. The threr rows of dots o top
correpond to the amplitude muzimm of the wave patrfr a ud indicate the gradual deereate of freq e cy
of the reentitot (R) as it upproachen its ompljithdo minaimw.

the compoeitiou of a small section of a beat since the resolution of the wave pattern on
pattern from primaries of unequsol amplitude, single frames is none too good, whereas its oh-
The rows of dots on top have been added only servation as * dynamic phenomenon is much
to show the pitch variation more cleary, easier. The small discrepancies between cal-
Taylor, incidentally, gave credit to deMorgan culated and observed values in figure 12 prob-
for beg the first to roport upon this pitch ably are due to slight variations in camera
vua in I87. Taylor also showed math- speed between xsrn , a-.. the deviations are
meatieally that in the cae of equal amplitde systematic.
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the primaries. One of the primaries (e.g., theI higher ore) was set at a constant amplitude.
32O2, When the other primary was gradually intro-

duced from below audibility by means of a I
continuously variable, motor-driven attenuator,
one heard the pitch becoming gradually flatter
continuous, gradual variation in pitch. Final-

ly, when the second primary was much louder
01 O2 than the first one and beats began to disappear,

0 the pitch remained that of the variable tone.

Frequency resolution of the model

a 20 .  The fact that the cochlear partition vibrates

45- with the frequency of the so-called intertone

45 50 55 6) (f5+5f.o)
FP'tm*NCY (Ct~ 2

FIGURE 12 and t-',en participates in its variation, while
the products of distortion do not become visible,

Frequency variation in beats (I, = 50 cps; f2 = 55 needs further discussion. In beat patterns
cps). Values calculated after Helmholtx (2) compared w
to those obs&rved in high-speed motion pictures. .Ampl within electronic circuits, the frequency of
tude relation between primaries as indicated. th- intertone is only apparent (e.g., upon

the screen of an oscilloscope) without having
According to Helmholtz and Taylor, the any energy content. Nonlinear distortion

variation in apparent frequency does not arise introduces the difference tone, f, - f2, and
on account of the nonlinear stiffness gradient the summation tone, f, + f 2, but again the
of the cochlear partition. Therefore, the vari- intertone is noe in evidence. And yet, the
ation was expected to be found along partitions intertone is what one hears.
of uniform stiffness as well. This was, indeed,
confirmed by observation in high-speed motion The answer to this problem may be provided
pictures. by consideration of the mode of frequency

resolution (n cochlear models which had been
After reading Helmholtz' statement and described elsewhere (7). When a complex

Taylor's rather detailed descriptior on the signal is applied to the model (e.g., one con-
audibility of the pitch variation ir, the case of sisting of two frequencies in a true 1:2 har-
unequal amplitudes of the primaries, this author monic relationship), one sees that the particle
tried repeatedly but did not quite succeed in orbits (which originally look like those in
convincing himself that he .was able to hear figure 3) become gradually simpler with dis-
the pitch variations in all cases. In the case tance along the partition. The loop due to the
of mistuned 1:2 consonances it seemed rela- higher harm-nic gradually disappears. By
tively easy. However, in the case of in.perfect adjusting the relative amplitude of both com-
tnisons it was not so convincing. It is apparent- ponents, it is indeed possible to obtain com-
ly very difficult to separate the variation in pletely simple particle orbits in the region
l.udnes, which is very distinct, from that in where the lower frequency forms its maximal
pitch, since both of thtm occur at the same membrane displacement. This process of grad-
time. However, it was easy to demonstrate ual elimination of the higher harmonic has
the following phenomenon: the variation of been described as the spatial filter actim of the
the avernqe pitch with the amplitude ratio of model (7).
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In the case of beats of imperfect unison, little premature. The phase shift in the

however, particl3, orbits already display thf traveling waves in response to a single-fre-
form of simple Lissajous figures when viewed quency signal, Qad that occurring in response to
over the duration of one complete cycle. No complex sound signals, apparently are two
further resolution takes place as wts shown different entities. Bekesy's measurements,
in the present paper. Instead, the varialtion in which in essence have been confirmed by
orbital amplitude results in beats. It appears Diestel 115), are very probably correct for
then that the model is capable of resolving only single frequencies. One would expect that a
such particle orbits whie are complex over one system which works likr. a Fourier analyzrr
complete cycle. (Some of the most comw,. v retains all essential f Atures displayed by
examples of such orbits were given in figure 4.. single frequencies when a complex sound sign.,1
Consequently, one may co;,sider the cochlear is applied to the system. T-le failure to do s)
model a pattern analyzer (13), instead of an as in the present instance appears to be a
imperfect Fourier analyzee which ,1poduces characteristic property of pattern analyzers.
fusion between two adjacent freqencier as It is paralteled by the '.henomenon reported
Helmholtz and others had postuiaetf-. 'he carlier that the traveling waves along the coch-
ability to act as a pattern analyzer is a hydro- lear partition uo not give evidence o' '.e
dynamic property of the model. frequency components present in a pattern of

beats. For if such were the case, the varying

Recognition of the model as a pattern phase relationship between the components
anlyzerognasonofed me apuzts wrtern ould be the prime indication of their presenceanalyzer has solved a puzzle this writer w in the displacement pattern.

confronted with when first ob.i ring the

reso'ution of complex sound signals alohg the It is recalled that under stroboscopic ob-
cochlear partition (7). From Bekesy's earlier servation a Fourier analysis was realized of
investigations (14) it is well known that in the events along the cochlear partition. How-
response to a pure-tone signal a very character- ever, considering the dispacement pattern o

istic cumulative phase shift develops along the the same events simply as a space-time sequence
partition. Figure 13 which shows this phenom- as revealed by high-speed motion picture pho-
enon is one of Bekesy's own graphs. The phase tography indicates the performance of a pat-
shift, according to figure 13, is in some reiation tern ani ysis. Therefore, it seems that Fourier

to the distribution of displacement maxima analysis and pattern analysis are merely two
of each single frequency, although the slopes aspects of the same phenomenon. If one in
of the resulting curves are definitely not ident- performed, execution of the other one should
cal to each other. Much to his surprise, the be feasible. What matters, of course, is which
present writer when studyirti particle orbits of the two is utilized in the analysis actually
in response to complex sound signals always performed. Speaking in terms of the ear now,
observed that the original phize relationship itperr o i l evidn t hn tha ebetwen te coponet frquenies asm in- t appears from all evidence at hand that the
between the component frepatencies was main- s ns'ry-neural processes elicited in the cochlea

- tained along the c -hlsar partition as far as arthpodcofaeurc feensf

the complex orbits were observable. Therefore, whi h the displacement pattern of the basilar

this writer stated (7) "that [the slope of the whc the ispacementi parnt bsuny

phase-shift curves] must be more uniform than imembrane is an essential par. Consequendy,

indicated in [Bekesy's] figure." However, it is logical to assume that pattern analysis is

this statement solved the dilemma only partial-

ly. For one had to expect from Bekesy's meas-
urementz (figure 13) that the most striking DISCUSSION
phase alteration between component frequencies
should occur as soon as the dif.plac. ment maxi- The present concept of beats is supported
mum of the higher frequency component was by several known psychophysical facts. The
passed. That definitely was not the case. It correlation between the strength of audible
appears now that the above statement was a beats (after Heimholtz) and the amplitude
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FIGURE 13

Amplitude and phae ai-.k of the cochlear parti(ion at various distances from the
staPIS. (from Bckeay 04~)).

variation of the Lissajoi-s figures, which cause occurrence of beats must be taken as an indi-
the modulation of particle orbits in the model, cation of the fact that the tinnitus is of extra-
has been mentioned earlier. In addition, Helm- vieural origin. Davis et al. (18), in their study
holtz (2) has stated that the ear differentiates of noise-induced temporary threshold sY.ifts,
dissonances and consonaiwes by the presence or reported that they had failed to produce beats
absence of beats. I appears that this be- in all of their cases in which tinnitus was
havior is paralleled by the mode of pattern ,saociated with the risa. ng loss. There can
analysis found in cochlear models - viz, that be no inubt that such tinnitus is cf sensory-
there are steady orbital patterns in the case of neural origin. This writer had the opportunity
consonances and revolving orbital patterns in of verifying this observation on two weli-
the case of dissonances. trained listeners who, as mvembers of the de-

parmental staff, have aerved as listening sub-
Further support for the present concept jects at numerous occasions. Both have a

that beats are produced hydrodynamically (i.e., profound high-tone loss and tinnitus in the 3C0
extraneurally) is given by the common clinical to 4000 cps region, the frequency of which they
experience concerning tinnitus and beats. Most ran match to pure tones. However, in re-
commonly, tinnitus originates at the sensory- peated trials it was impossible for either sub-
neural level, although it may also be produced ject to detect beats between the tinni.us and
peripherally (e.g., muscular ncses within the applied pure-tone signals of nearly the same
middle ear muscles). There are only two frequrncy.
cases reported in the literature - by Wegel
(16) and by Fowler and Wegel (17) - as far CONCLUSION
as this writer knows in which "phenomena
suggesting something akin to beats" (17) were
produced brtween tinnitus and an applied pure- If it can be assumed that the human ear
tone signal. Fo,,ler states categorically that the behaves under acoustic stimulation as do
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cochlear models (for which there is consider- 4. The rectification effect is caused by
abe evidence in Bekesy's earlier work), there the fact, known from Bekesy's studies, that
now exists a physical basis for the understand- the sti/ffnes of the cochlear partition varies
ing of beats, of consonances and dissonances, with dirtance from high to low values in an
of the generation of larnonic distortion, and exponential manner. Ths resulting relative
of difference and s,:mmation tones. (Work beat amplitude for given sets of primaries
on the latter tw; phenomena is now in prog- varies with the degfee of the stiffness gradient
ress.) For explanation of the intertore the t:iplayed by differnt partitions. Further-
concept of fusion is no longer needed. The more, for a given beat rate and various sets of
differences between consonances and disso- primary frequencies, the relative heaL -----

nances which eome writers have thought to be tude increases in an exponential manner with
an acquired faculty because of the coatrasting frequency along membranes with exponential

preference in occidental and oriental (Chinese) gradients of stiffness. It is independent of
music may well have its roots in the hydro- frequency along membranes with linear
dynsm.L phenomena of the ear. The postulate gradients of stiffness.
that the ear acts like a pattern analyz.r, in-
stead of an imperfect Fourier analyzer, ,impli- 5. In response 'o signiLs consisting of
fies a number of psycho-acoustic problems. two components ir harmonic relationship,
This concert, however, does not pr-.-clude the complex multiple-lsoped particle orbits are
c.currence of other events at the sensory- formed. If such relationships are mistuned,

neural level which may be responsible for ad- the orbits revolve _round themselves, thus in-
ditional limitations as to the. tonal ana!ysis troducing an amplitude variation. The latter,
performed by the auditory system. again by a partial rectification effect, produces

the beat (beats of mietuned consonances).

SUMMARY 6. In both foras of beats (imperfect

unison and miztuned consonances), the varia-
The present paper describes the hydro- tion of orbital amplitude, which leads to forma-

dynamic phenomena observed in cochlear tion of the beat, has the same cause: a cyclic
models when responding to beat signals. In phase shift between the tWo primaries.
addition, these observations give evidence as
to the mode of frequency analyris performed 7. In the case of various mistuned musical
by the model in the case of complex stimula- intervals (dissonances), the amplitude varia-
tion. tion of the complex Lissajous figures as

observed on the oscilloscope (i.e., without recti-
L 1. Particle motion within thc cocklear fication) is closely paralleled by the relative
fid occurs along elliptic orbits which are strength of audible beats after Helmholtz.
essentially Lissajous figures, as described in
previous papers. I. 1. The displacement pattern of the

cochlear partition in response to beats whet
2. In response to beats of imperfect obser red stroboscopically reveals the presence

unison, these orbits execute an amplitude varia- of five frequencies: the two primaries, the
tion; that is, they expand and contract beat, and two side bands thus indicating that
synchronously with the beat rate. the primaries are modulated by the beat fre-

quency. Actual traveling waves are not seen.
S. The beat rate becomes a physical reality since a stroboscope acts ., an optical wave

by virtue of a partial rectification effect: the analyzer.
orbital expansion is asymmetric along both
orbital vectors and this asymmetric expanion 2. Along membranes with linear gradients
is in phase opposition in the two perilymphatic of itiffness, the beat and the subsequent
smodulation can be canceled by application of a
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riving dga which has been asymmetrically filtering out their higher-frequency compo-
distorted to the same degree (but of opposite nents.
polarity) as that occurring within the modeL
Along membranes of exponential gradients of 2. In response to bets of imperfect
iffMnes, such cancellations are only partially unison, particle orbits are already simple Us-

successful. sajous figures. No further frequency analysis
takes place. Instead, the amplitude variation

S. Comparison of the displacement pat- di.iplayed by these orbits results in beats.
term along membranes with ani without
gradients of stiffness make the difference be- 3. The frequency analysis thus per-
tween amplitude modulation and mere raixing bo:med by the model is not a somewhat "im-
of frequencie very obvious, perfect Fourier analysis" (as assumed by

classical theory), but a different form for
I. 1. When the displacement pattern of the which the term pattern analysis is suggested.

cocklear portition in response to beats is viewed
by high-srdeed motion picture photography,
traveling waves are displayed with te fre 4. Pattern analysis is characterized byquency of the ntertone (the ave ge of the two properties: (a) by the resolution of par-two primaries). Their amplitude incra e s ticle orbits to the form of simple Lissajous
and decreases with the beat rate It is not figures, described above (IV. 1); and (b) byposible to assess with eertainty whether or the fact that the cumulative phase shift of the

not the displacement is asymmetrical as it travelini. waves along the basilar membrane,
should be, judging from the observations on as first described by Bekesy, occurs in a com-

mon pattern for all components instead offluid particle motion (cf. 1.$). each component following its own.

2. When the two primaries are nat ad-
justed for best be--s (i.e., are unequal in 5. Pattern analysis and Fourier analysis

amplitude), the frequency displayed varies ar merely two aspects of the same phenome-

between the periods of maximal and mininAl non. The results of stroboscopic examination

amplitude. This frequency variation is in of the membrane motion (II. 1) represent a
accordance with laws established by Helm- Fourier analysis. However, in the detection

holtz and by Taylor describing the variation of process of the cochlea the displacement pattern

audile pitch in the same aus. of the basilar membrane plays a decisive role.
Therefore, it appears that with reference to

IV. 1. The displacement pattern of the this problem a pattern analysis is performed.

cochlear partition in response to complexrounds displays a spataL filter action. Intsof fisplud m , spaticle oratwit In The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude
term of fluid motion, particle orbits with to Dr. S. N. Reger and Dr. R. Voots, who have helped
distance along the partition approach gradual- at numerous occasicns with technical advice and also
ly the form of simple Lissajous figures by provided instruments for some of the measurements.
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